Recent advances in computational power enable computational fluid dynamic modeling of increasingly complex configurations. A review of grid generation methodologies implemented in support of the computational work performed for the X-38 and X-33 are presented. In strategizing topological constructs and blocking structures factors considered are the geometric configuration, optimal grid size, numerical algorithms, accuracy requirements, physics of the problem at hand, computational expense, and the available computer hardware. Also addressed are grid refinement strategies, the effects of wall spacing, and convergence. The significance of grid is demonstrated through a comparison of computational and experimental results of the aeroheating environment experienced by the X-38 vehicle. Special topics on grid generation strategies are also addressed to model control surface deflections, and material mapping. development and testing. Our involvement in the hypersonic vehicle design is to provide external aerodynamic and aerothermodynamic environments. The requirements for grid generation are determined from the simulation objectives. Aerodynamic simulations are required to determine the stability and controllability https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=20020065234 2020-03-11T02:42:32+00:00Z
INTRODUCTION

Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is becoming a mature discipline, especially for hypersonic applications. CFD is no longer only an analysis tool but is ready to be used in all stages of design. A number of developments have contributed to this situation. The increased robustness of the CFD codes, along with the low computing cost, the ever-reducing elapsed time to compute (due to improved hardware/memory/CPU speeds), improvements in grid-generation solvers and practices, and user-friendly post-processing tools have all contributed to the use of CFD for design.
Our participation in the hypersonic vehicle design and development has been focused towards "Fast Track"
NASA programs that employ concurrent engineering as the project philosophy. Current missions employ the concept that the cycle of the vehicle's design to first flight is to be achieved in 2-4 years which dictates a short design cycle with concurrent engineering and manufacturing.
This concurrent engineering approach requires high-fidelity solutions from the very beginning. As the design details evolve, the analysis must be able to quickly mature the design. This new reality of schedule, cost and accuracy (in that order of priority) has required us to rethink the process. Introducing CFD analysis in the very early design phase in such an environment has been a great challenge, and has required us to look at the overall process of providing low cost, high-fidelity CFD solutions in a reasonable time. One of the most important elements that required special attention is the grid-generation process.
The grid-generation process needs to be very efficient, adaptable, cheap, fast, flexible, and user friendly. Complex configurations and the important physical phenomena are two aspects that can rapidly change during the early design process. We illustrate this through many examples in which CFD is applied from the very beginning of the concept through design, ofthedesign and toprovide loads fortheinternal structural design. The CFDsimulations focused towards aerodynamic environments canalso provide integrated forces and moments, surface pressure andshearstress. Aerothermal simulations areperformed todesign thenecessary Thermal Protection System (TPS) and thisfocus requires higher fidelitythan theaerodynamic simulations. Thecombined aerothermodynamic environment simulations provide heat-flux, wall temperature, species distribution intheboundary layer, boundary-layer thickness, "real-gas" effect such ascatalytic component oftheheating, surface streamlines, etc.Determining theappropriate requirements forthegridgeneration process iscomplex, difficult to quantify, andmost often requires experience. The"art"ofgridgeneration, if notunderstood and practiced well,canresult insignificant program impact. Theintent ofthispaper istopresent ourgrid-generation practices, demonstrate thechoices and selection reasons and demonstrate thecomplex issues that limitour grid-generation ability.Finally, suggestions aremade tothegrid-generation community todevelop better, faster andcheaper ways ofgenerating highquality grids tomeet ourfuture needs.
Thegeneral requirements forgridgeneration forhypersonic vehicle design, analysis andtesting are discussed. Boththegeometric complexity andtheflow-physics complexity dictate theeffort andtime required togenerate asingle initial grid.Some grid-generation approaches may bebetter than others, when generating asingle gridunder one setofconditions. Thesame methodology maynot beasefficient when it comes togenerating many different grids. Theaccuracy/fidelity andthecost ofthesolutions are determined notonlybythegridgeneration approach/philosophy, butalso bythetype ofsolver andthe computer requirements. Though it ispossible tocompare theimpact ofone gridgeneration approach versus another, thetactics wehave adopted istoaskhowsoon wehave toproduce theCFDsimulation atvarious stages ofdesign, development andtesting. Then, wedetermine thegridgeneration requirements through thequality andquantity ofgrids needed toprovide sufficient fidelity solutions inatimelymanner toimpact thedesign.
Theearlydesign process canextend anywhere between 2 months to6months. Inthepast, experience, coupled withsimpler engineering methodologies and/or fast wind-tunnel simulations, have been used in thisstage ofdesign and theywillcontinue tobeused. Onlimited occasions, CFDsimulations have been needed duetolackof engineering data. The factors that limit the use of CFD in the early design phase are how quickly the grids can be generated and how quickly "sufficiently" accurate CFD simulations can be provided.
For complex shapes, 10 -100 CFD solutions with marginal fidelity but a very fast turn around time, would allow CFD to be part of this stage.
As the design matures from the concept stage to a complete configuration evaluation, operational capability of the integrated design is needed to determine whether the design can meet the mission objective. In addition, in this design stage, the environment for the detailed design of sub-systems and components are needed as well. The geometry in a global sense is well defined, but the operating environment and the design details are not. The design evaluation requires large number of higher-fidelity simulations and CFD can and has played a significant role. A large number of global simulations for a range of operating conditions and evaluation of design details for the complex operation space may be required. The grid generation requirements at this stage are to model the global geometry with the required fidelity, not to include the design details but to provide higher fidelity global solutions through grid-refinement/grid adaptation, compared to the early evaluation phase. The simulations for the design details or local issues, require modeling both simpler and complex local details with adequate accuracy under the environment dictated by the global simulations. This means that the grid-generation process needs to be able to meet the requirements from the above two considerations.
thevehicle isdetermined toreduce risk. Therequirements onCFDand hence ongridgeneration, atthis stage areincreased fidelity, asgood asimulation aspossible, requiring large gridsalong withgrid adaptation/refinement forafew"design-limiting" conditions and ground-based experimental simulations.
Inthecase ofexperimental flight test programs, such asX-33and X-38, CFDisalso used inpre-test flight predictions andpost-flight analysis andtherequirements forCFDand gridgeneration areacombination of theones wehave outlined above andmore.Ultra-fast simulation capabilities, if available, canbeused, not onlytoselect themost appropriate trajectory, butalso post-flight analysis canbeperformed assoon asthe flightdata ismade available. Forconcepts such asReusable Launch Vehicle ofthefuture, "smart andfast" CFDsimulations canplayasignificant role.The above-mentioned details areprovided here notonlyto stress theimportance ofgridgeneration, butalso toemphasize thefact that program requirements fromtop down determine thegridgeneration requirements.
Gridgeneration remains one of the most time consuming aspects of numerical simulations of complex configurations. This is especially true in CFD and its integration in vehicle design. The methodologies and strategies implemented in support of the X-33 hypersonic vehicle CFD analysis and the X-38 Experimental Crew Return Vehicle are presented in this paper. This paper will also address special topics on the topological construct for flap deflections, gaps, material mapping, and the vehicle afterbody.
The physics of the problem at hand must guide the grid-point distribution in computational space to represent the physical solution with sufficient accuracy. The paper will also address grid refinement strategies, the effects of wall spacing, and convergence studies. The significance of grid quality to accurately capture the physical phenomena is demonstrated through a comparison of computational and experimental results of the aeroheating environment experienced by the X-38 vehicle.
GRID GENERATION CODES AND ASSOCIATED TOOLS
For the applications described in this report, the surface and volume grid generations required the use of a number of grid generation codes. A combination of these codes was used to address specific gridgeneration applications. The adopted CFD hypersonic reacting-flow code (GASP), handles structured, single-or multi-zonal grids. For hypersonic ideal gas computations the OverFlow code and the Chimera tools are implemented. It should be noted that these codes frequently constrain the use of specific grid generation techniques. The description of the employed grid-generation codes and tools is presented here.
GridGen
GridGen is a commercially available 3-D grid generation program, t It is a tool for developing multi-block structures, inter-block connections, and surface and volume grids. The following four data entities are available in GridGen for use during construction of a volume grid: (a) databases, (b) connectors, (c) domains, and (d) blocks. A database is an input that provides the geometric definition of the object for which the grid is constructed. Database files are imported from computer-aided-design codes. Gridgen also has built-in database manipulation capabilities.
Connectors are user-generated curves on which grid points are distributed. A number of elemental curve segments are available in GridGen such as poly-lines, poly-curves, conics and circles that can be combined to compose the desired shape. Domains (or surface grids) are generated by grouping the connector lines to define the domain perimeter. The interior grid domain is automatically constructed using either an algebraic method called transfinite interpolation or an elliptic partial-differential equation method to improve the distribution of surface grid points. Finally, blocks (or volume grids) are assembled by selecting the six sides (domains) of the volume. An elliptic partial differential equation method can be implemented to improve the final distribution of volume grid points.
HypGen
The HypGen program z originally developed by Steger and Ritk _ is a hyperbolic, 3-D, grid generator.
It requires a single-block surface grid input. Other input parameters include variable far-field definition and initial/end grid spacing and a stretching function. The 3-D hyperbolic grid generation equations are solved by using two orthogonality relations and one cell volume constraint. The volume grid is generated marching away from the user-supplied surface grid with a step size given by the stretching function in the normal direction. HypGen can be run through a graphical user interface or in a batch mode. It also provides visualization hooks to PLOT3D 4.
HyperMesh
HyperMesh 5 is a commercially-developed finite element pre-and post-processor that quickly creates finite element and finite difference models for engineering analysis. HyperMesh uses the following building process: (i) import and translate surface geometry from an external file, (ii) create collectors and components, (iii) build the model by building elements, (iv) mesh the model and (V) check the mesh quality. It also provides for extensive CAD surface manipulations. Of particular interest is the ability of HyperMesh to do automatic mesh generation and surface stitching. The organization of the mesh generation module focuses on providing tools that supply automated assistance. A number of meshgeneration algorithms, algorithm parameters and smoothing operations are available to improve grid quality. The available mesh generation algorithms are divided into two types: those that require the presence of a surface and those working purely from node or line data. The smoothing algorithms are categorized as size or shape corrected algorithms.
The size correcting smoothing uses a modified
Laplacian over-relaxation. The shape correcting smoothing algorithm employs isoparametric-centroidal over-relaxation that corrects the elements' shape allowing variation in element size.
GridPro
GridPro 6 is a commercially available 3-D, multi-block grid generator. The philosophy of GridPro is to minimize user input and provide many automatic features. For the applications presented in the paper, the code demonstrated optimal grid distribution. An advanced smoothing scheme is utilized to provide high grid quality. Grid generation is performed by solving a variationally-based method with an iterative updating scheme. This method is more computationally intensive and requires multiple sweeps to generate a grid as compared to an algebraic grid-generation algorithm. The increased computational effort is the result of the philosophy of minimizing user input and is needed to generate grids of superb quality. The improved grid quality results in faster flow convergence of the flow solvers, and higher flow-solution accuracy.
The increased convergence also reduces the computational expense. The grid-generation methodology requires three steps. First, the surfaces that define the computational volume are imported and specified.
Surfaces are either imported from a CAD program or generated within GridPro. A number of surface generation utilities and tools are available. Next, the general topology is constructed using available tools. Corner points are assigned to the appropiate surfaces. Grid density assignments are made for the current topology.
A topology input language is used to record the topology into a file. Lastly, the volume grid is computed and processed for quality check. The quality-check information includes warpage statistics and the upper and lower bound fold counts. Block connectivity information is automatically stored in a file. The computed grid is not clustered at the walls and is suitable only for inviscid simulations. Four options are available for algebraic clustering to surfaces. A number of utilities and tools are provided to display, analyze, extract, convert, print and weld data or grids.
SAGE
SAGE is a multidimensional self-adaptive grid code. The basic formulation follows the method of Nakahashi and Deiwert 7. Many recent modifications have been made to facilitate the use of SAGE _ for andtorsion-like spring forces proportional tothelocal flowgradient. Tension forces control theclustering ofpoints tostrong gradient regions, whiletorsion forces maintain smoothness andorthogonality between adjacent gridlines.Atriadiagonal solver provides thelocation ofgridpoints byfinding thenew equilibrium position ofthecomputational grid.Inhypersonic vehicle simulations, thecomputational boundaries areinitiallyover-orunder-estimated, thus resulting inlackorexcess ofsufficient gridpoints. Non-equilibrium reacting flowsarecomputationally intensive. It istherefore important todetermine the minimum gridrequirements toprovide highfidelity surface heating atthevehicle's surface. Forthis purpose SAGE wasused tomove thegrid'souter boundary andfit thecomputed shock envelope location. Theinterior points arethen redistributed along thecomputational gridlines normal tothevehicle's surface. A number ofouter boundary movement andwall clustering options areavailable. SAGE isextensively used tomodify space vehicle volume grids when CFD isperformed forawide range ofangles ofattack and flightconditions forthesame vehicle configuration. Twore-clustering options areavailable inSAGE. The firstoption results inredistribution ofpoints proportional totheoriginal gridpoint distribution. Thesecond algorithm 9results inahyperbolic distribution based onuser-supplied firstandlast gridspacing. Two additional utilities areavailable within SAGE forouter surface smoothing and smooth transition atthe boundary layer edge.
MASTERMINDING, CON(_EPTUALIZING AND DESIGNING GRIDS
Advanced planning and strategizing is important before any grid generation activity is initiated. Careful planning, targeting and evaluation of the key steps required to meet the desired grid quality can minimize the time for mesh generation with maximum solution accuracy along with total cost, time and labor minimized. Strategizing includes recognizing the grid requirements to appropriately model the physical phenomena and evaluating the available grid generation/modification tools to meet the outlined milestones.
It is important to design and evaluate the topology first in areas of geometric complexity, such as wings, fins, flaps, gaps, penetrations, etc. In most vehicle configurations the geometric complexity is towards the aft end. The general topology constructed in regions of geometric complexity dictates the guidelines for designing the topology toward the nose of the vehicle. In addition, to take advantage of sequencing to accelerate the flow solver convergence, the grid should be designed to preserve the geometric integrity of the vehicle at coarser grid-sequence levels. Intermediate regions between corners and sharp edges should be sequencable to the same grid coarseness level as the overall master grid. In addition to accelerated convergence, grid sequencing is also used to establish a grid independent CFD solution (or minimize grid dependency and maximize solution accuracy). Grid sequencing is done progressively in the directions where strong gradients dominate. Grid point distribution and density must be selected to meet the grid sequencing requirements. Other factors considered in designing grids include the optimal grid size, the choice of the numerical algorithm to be used in the CFD solver, accuracy requirements, computational expense, and the available computer hardware. The methodology adopted and the combination of grid generation tools selected should account for possible vehicle configuration changes and grid modifications from the very beginning.
VEHICLE SURFACE (OUTER MOLD LINE) REPRESENTATION
The first step in any grid generation process is the surface definition. One of the most critical obstacles in sharing data between CAD, grid generators, CFD and visualization codes is data formats. For CFD to contribute to design, the cycle time from CAD to CFD needs to be reduced during the initial design stages when the geometry is changing frequently. Currently, significant time and effort is spent in data conversion throughout the exchange process. Future grid generation codes should streamline this process and make it transparent to the user. In most cases, grid generation starts from a CAD model. CAD models are typically generated for design applications and are generally not suited for grid generation.
A "water addition, surface repair tools may be used to simplify geometric complexities, or define volumes for compact grid enrichment where detailed subsystems analysis may be required. The number of possible grid topologies is ultimately related to the vehicle surface definition and complexity.
As the vehicle design matures, configurational changes are more localized. The surface definition for detailed analysis needs to be parameterized and linked to high fidelity grids for local flow studies.
GRID GENERATION METHODOLOGIES
Generation of computational meshes around a 3-D configuration is another bottle-neck in the application of CFD to complex configurations. A number of grid generation codes were employed to develop methodologies and streamline the grid generation process with the ultimate goal to substantially reduce the manpower and time required to build high quality grids. Expertise was developed in the use of hyperbolic, elliptic, algebraic, grid adaptation and modification tools. Specifically, a combination of HypGen, Gridgen, GridPro and SAGE codes was used to develop strategies and grid generation methodologies.
Most of the grid generation methodologies
implemented in support of the X-38 CFD work to define the hypersonic aerothermal environement used a combination of GridGen and HypGen. GridGen was mostly used for surface grid generation and HypGen was found to be more efficien_ tbr the volume grid generation.
Especially near the vehicle's surface HypGen produced grids of high quality for complex geometries. Grid orthogonality near the vehicle wall was important for resolving the viscous and thermal layers. The shortcomings of HypGen were in the specification of the outflow boundary. The methodology implemented was to initially generate a volume grid that encloses all possible shock envelope locations for all the angle of attack cases and flight conditions along the flight trajectory considered. The code SAGE, was then applied to re-cluster grid points along the grid lines normal to the surface and relocate the outer boundary of the volume to fit the shock envelope for each flight condition case.
For problems of geometric complexity, HypGen was used to construct the grid near the vehicle surface enclosing the boundary layer where grid orthogonality was important. GridGen was then used to fill the rest of the volume grid using transfinite interpolation techniques. Finally, SAGE was applied to match the grid spacings and smoothen the transition between the viscous HypGen and inviscid GridGen volume grids.
For the X-33 program the GridPro code was used to reduce grid generation time, improve grid quality and automate volume grid modifications. This code provides a different approach to grid generation. Grid generation using GridPro requires three distinct steps: (A) provide the surfaces that enclose the volume where the grid is to be generated, (B) build the grid topology, and (C) assign topology corner points to the appropriate surfaces. The grid generated is uniformly distributed in the normal direction to the vehicle surface. A set of utilities is supplied for clustering grid points near the vehicle's surface. This methodology is very advantageous because volume grids can be generated automatically when the vehicle surface or the angle of attack are modified since the general topology (item A) and its assignments (item C) remain the same. This approach is directly in line with the ultimate objective to automate grid generation and improve grid quality.
GRID QUALITY AND VALIDATION
The next step in the process is to ensure grid quality. The accuracy of the computed solution is the ultimate measure of grid quality. Grid refinement studies are required to establish grid sensitivity and criteria for a grid independent solution. Grid quality is dependent on the grid point distribution, grid skewness, cell warpage, cell aspec! ratio, smoothness, orthogonality, adaptation to the flow features, numerical algorithm Theimportance ofgridrefinement, andthesensitivity ofphysical models were recognized earlyinthe initial design phases oftheRLV-related technology development, both fortheX-38and X-33programs. Gridgeneration andcomputational methodologies were studied toestablish thegridrequirements for accurate aerothermal environment simulations. Thisevaluation wascomprised ofcode validation studies against experimental data inconjunction withgridresolution comparisons. Wind-tunnel dataintheformof surface pressure andheat-transfer rates were used todetermine thesolution and gridaccuracy.
A number ofaxisymetric CFDsimulation studies ofgridrefinement, andsensitivity were examined. A goal oftheaxisymetric studies wastoevaluate thesensitivity ofheat-transfer calculations tothegrid resolution and convergence. These studies showed that acomputational mesh and alevel ofconvergence which results inaccurate surface-pressure and shear stress values, donot guarantee accurate heat-transfer values. Predictions oftheaerodynamic environment donotrequire thesame level ofgridrefinement. Using theGASP code, fiveormore orders ofmagnitude reduction intheresidual were required toachieve accurate steady-state heat-transfer values. Theprecise value oftheresidual dropisproblem andcode dependent. Axisymetric calculations were also used to show that heat-transfer predictions are sensitive to the flux splitting method and the limiter choice. A grid which is sufficient for the computation of heat transfer with one choice of flux splitting and limiter may not be sufficient with another choice. Two important parameters to monitor during convergence are the cell Reynolds number defined as
_l wall and the temperature jump from the wall to the first cell center. In Eq. 1, p is the density, kt is the viscosity, ct is the speed of sound, and Ay is the normal grid spacing at the wall. For a hypersonic vehicle with a grid of fixed spacing at the wall, the temperature jump and cell Reynolds number decrease streamwise since the boundary layer thickness increases. This observation suggests that grid spacing can be relaxed progressively towards the back of the vehicle. A proper grid resolution study which monitors the temperature jump across the first spacing off the wall and cell Reynolds number, should provide the criteria for the optimum first cell spacing for the whole configuration.
It is strongly recommended that grid refinement and validation studies be done first on 2-D, axisymetric, or simplified 3-D geometries since computations are more economical than full 3-D complex configuration simulations.
These results formed the basis of methodologies adapted in the simulations of the X-33 and X-38 vehicle configurations that will be presented later. trajectory. An extensive number of simulations prior to the validation exercise were carried out to determine the grid sensitivity on solution accuracy.
X-38 / GRID REFINEMENT_ VALIDATION AND PREDICTION
Grid Generation
X38 -Evaluation of Deflected Flap Grid Topologies
The computational studies performed with GASP to help establish an efficient approach for distributing the mesh points in the X-38 aft region is presented in this section. These studies also allowed preliminary investigation of the importance of the flow under the flap. A 0.2 m flat plate geometry incorporating a 10°f
lap was chosen for this study and three types of grids were considered. The first grid used a zonal approach ( Fig. la, and Fig. 2b ) with up to five zones. Zones 1 and 2 are rectangular grids over the front of the flat and over the flap region, respectively. Zone 3 is located next to the flap and has a triangular cross section. It collapses into a singular line at the flap hinge. The singular line in zone 3 lies across an area where it may affect the flow between zones 1 and 3. The singular line was modeled within the given options of GASP as a zonal boundary. One cell from the upstream zone mapped into all the cells corresponding to the singular point location in the downstream grid. Zone 4 is located under the flap and is the same shape as zone 3. It is included for simulations of the flow under the flap. The singular line associated with zone 4 is located along the hinge line where there is no flow, so it does not affect the accuracy of the solutions. Zone 5 is rectangular and was added to include the base region. The second grid topology approach ( Fig. lb and Fig. 2a ) wraps the mesh lines around the flap. This eliminates the singular line of the first approach. The disadvantage of the second approach is that the surface geometry must be altered to allow the grid to wrap around the flap, i.e. the point where the flap joins the body must be smoothed so that it is no longer a singular point. This approach also increases the number of points in the circumferential direction throughout the grid, making the solution on the upstream portion more costly than it need be. A third approach (Fig. lc) also uses a wrap-around grid; however, a singular line is introduced to avoid using extra circumferential points in the upstream region. This approach proved to be very unstable for the solver and was not pursued further.
All grids were created with a ! _tm wall grid spacing. Both the wrap-around and zonal grids have viscous stretching along the side wall of the wedge. For the zonal grids, this required the circumferential lines to be clustered in the side-wall region, thus pulling points from elsewhere on the flat plate. This clustering also resulted in unnecessary circumferential points upstream. The surface grid, exit-plane grid, and the zonal and wrap-around topologies are shown in Fig. 2 a,b .
Singular Axis Effects
For cases assuming no flow through the side flap, the surface pressure and heat-transfer rates for the zonal ( Fig. 2b ) and wrap around ( Fig. 2a ) grids were compared. Examining the pressure profiles for the zonal topology shows that beginning at the singular-line zonal boundary between zone 1 and zone 3 the pressure increases for no physical reason. An even more significant error is seen in the heat-transfer plots. This non-physical behavior is not observed for the wrap-around grid, which has no singular line. The error in the zonal-grid solution is related to an abrupt change in cell shape (from rectangular to triangular) in the boundary layer and difficulty in achieving the same grid distribution across the zonal interface. There is also some uncertainty in prescribing the GASP zonal boundary conditions for this topology, which may also contribute to the error. Grid-refinement studies show that the errors can be reduced with finer grids but the present case illustrates that care must be taken to avoid errors with this particular zonal approach.
Both grid topologies compute a drop in pressure and rise in heat transfer at the edge of the flap and sidewall interface. From this study the wrap-around grid approach appears preferable primarily because it avoids the singular lines. With the current GASP options, singular lines, especially those within the boundary layer, cause disruptions in the flow field. The wrap around approach also demonstrated a better convergence rate than the zonal grids with the singular line. A limitation of the wrap-around topology is the difficulty in applying it to even more complicated geometries where a zonal approach would be advantageous.
The flexibility of zonal interfaces, which allow for changes in the number of grid points, increases available grid-topology options.
Volume Grid Generation
Grids were generated with the GridGen and HypGen software packages. The nominal grid consisted of 81 points in the streamwise direction, 93 points circumferentially, and 61 points in the normal direction. Care was taken to assure grid orthogonality and smoothness on the surface. An initial solution was obtained on a grid that is much larger than the shock envelope. OutBound was used to adapt and move the outer boundary near the shock and to recluster the body-normal points in the boundary layer. This procedure ensured the efficient use of grid points. In addition, instead of generating grids for each angle of attack separately, the original grid was adapted to each case using SAGE and thereby the time spent to generate grids was reduced significantly.
To establish error metrics and to demonstrate the dependency of the solution quality on the choice and distribution of the grid points and on the numerical solvers, a number of simulations were performed.
If the number of grid points in each direction were selected to facilitate mesh sequencing, i.e. at least 3 levels of coarse grids could be constructed easily from the nominal grid, then the CFD simulations could be obtained progressively from the coarser grid. This procedure drastically decreases not only the time to converge the solution on the nominal (finest sequence) grid but also provides a measure of grid independence of the converged solution. The surface grid topology and a surface grid are shown in Fig. 3 . 
Effect of Axial and Circumferential Refinement
The effect of axial and circumferential grids refinement is shown in Fig. 4a , which is a plot of the surface heat flux on a constant circumferential grid line that starts at the nose and passes through the middle of the flap on the windward side. The initial wall spacing is set to 3 microns which corresponds to a maximum wall-cell Reynolds number on the order of 2-3. It is seen that in most areas the coarse-grid (41 x 47 x 61 ) solution is very close to the finest-grid (161 x 185 x 61) solution. The largest difference occurs in the flap region which consists of a complex separated flow where the effect of local grid is significant. Figure 4b shows the grid refinement effect along a constant axial grid line that runs from the windward to leeward side. Again the sensitivity is small. Assuming that the finest grid provides the most accurate solution, an error estimate is made from the coarser grid solution, shown in Fig. 4c . Based on this estimate, it was decided that a nominal grid of (81 x 93 x 61) was sufficient to resolve the aeroheating in the axial and streamwise directions. However, the (41 x 47 x 61) grid provides a reasonably good prediction and the CPU time required for the (41 x47x6 I) grid is 0.25 of that of the nominal grid. 
Effect of Wall Spacing
In addition to the number of grid points in the normal direction, the distribution and the spacing near the wall affects the wall heat-flux prediction.
The effect of initial wall spacing is shown in Fig. 6 Thus, a wall spacing with a cell Reynolds number no greater than 5, combined with smooth stretching from the wall to the shock with 61 grid points, is able to provide sufficient solution accuracy.
Comparison with Aeroheating Data
To validate the aeroheating predictions, computational simulations are compared with the heating data derived from the thermographic phosphor technique _3"_a in the NASA Langley 31-Inch Mach 10 facility.
One set of flight conditions selected for comparison is shown here. The case is representative of the angle of attack, body-flap setting, and Reynolds number expected during entry. Fig. 7 shows a comparison of the experimental and numerical results. 
Flight Cases
The X-38 atmospheric entry trajectory is shown in Fig. 8 . The entry duration is about 1600 seconds, with an 800-second period of nearly uniform heat flux. Stagnation-point heat transfer to a I -foot diameter, cold wall reference sphere calculated using the Fay-Riddel method is also shown. Five points from the trajectory profile are initially chosen for calculations. The cases are all run at an angle of attack of 40°and a body flap setting of 25°. The results of the Mach 25.5 case with the fully-catalytic wall boundary condition (i.e., the atomic oxygen and nitrogen species in the shock layer recombine completely at the wall to give molecular oxygen and nitrogen, respectively) are shown in Fig. 9 . The grid is clustered near the wall, with a wall spacing of 10 microns at the nose and 30 microns near the tail. This was found to produce a temperature jump on the order of 20 "R which is considered sufficient for a grid independent solution. The level of heat transfer during the peak-heating phase is near the maximum allowable for single-use, high-density TUFI-coated space shuttle tiles. The CFD simulations predicted wall temperatures above 3000°F near the stagnation region at the nose. This temperature is above the single use limit of shuttle tiles and may lead to tile slumping. The grid generation strategy outlined in the previous section allowed for quick grid modifications using OutBound and re-clustering to create a new grid.
X-33 GRID GENERATION STRATEGIES AND REFINEMENT STUDIES The Reacting Flow Environments
Branch at NASA-Ames has been involved with the X-33 program from the initial vehicle evaluation process, through the preliminary and critical design phases, to the final stages of the program. The X-33 program is a cooperative agreement between NASA and Lockheed-Martin Skunkworks to develop an experimental sub-orbital hypersonic flight test vehicle, the first flight of which is scheduled for 1999. This vehicle, a half-scale model of the commercial version of Lockheed-Martin's Reusable Launch Vehicle (RLV), represents the synthesis of a lifting body with innovative composite structures and cryotanks, a linear aerospike rocket engine, and a metallic Thermal Protection System (TPS).
If the vehicle performance
is such that a single trajectory can be identified as the critical trajectory for the TPS design, then the environment can be obtained for the specific trajectory. If the vehicle design requires considerations from several trajectories, then the environment for each trajectory can be constructed and the worst case that affects the individual design decision can be assembled. If the trajectories are many, or as in the case of X-33, the design of the trajectory is coupled to the definition of the environment itself, then the trajectory-based approach becomes too expensive and does not provide the critical design focus in a timely manner. In response to the latter case, a new approach, called the Design Space Paradigm, was developed. CFD analyses of the X-33 configurations are carried out at several points on a trajectory and at points in a Design Space. For a given trajectory, a finite number of points are selected to obtain a good representation of the heat pulse while at the same time making sure the critical parameters of Mach number, angle of attack, and dynamic pressure (or Reynolds number) are covered. The Design Space computation involves the construction of a space parameterized by the same critical parameters encompassing most trajectories and permitting excursions at the lower dynamic pressure limit. The volume of the design space is discretized with sufficient denseness of points to assure that high-fidelity anchor points are available for the engineering method.
Vertical Tail
Rev. C OML Aerosheil Canted Fin
Rev. F OML Fig. 10 Outer mold lines of the Rev.C and Rev.F "smooth" configurations considered in the aerothermal analysis of the X-33. The lower dihedral angle and larger vertical tails of the Rev.F geometry are clearly discernible. The aeroshell is the same for both configurations.
Vehicle Configurations
Three X-33 configurations have been: the D-Loft, Rev.C-Loft, and Rev.F-Loft configurations. The primary concern of this CFD work was the acreage aerothermal environments of the aeroshell, the canted fins, and the vertical tails only. As a result the body flap and engine ramp were not included in the numerical simulations nor in the grid generation process. Inclusion of these geometrical features would require consideration of the flow in the base region which creates an increased complexity in the grid generation process and a manifold increase in the computational requirements. Figure 10 shows perspective views of the Rev.C and Rev.F Lofts of the X-33 vehicle. The lower dihedral of the canted fins and larger vertical tails of the Rev.F-Lofl are clearly seen.
Grid Generation Strategies
Generation of volume grids for the numerical calculations is the most important and time-consuming step in the aerothermal environment definition process and a great deal of care has to be exercised in the selection of the grid topology and placement of grid points to resolve key features of the flowfields. The grid generation process starts with the creation of a surface mesh from the definition of the Outer Mold Line (OML). Two approaches have been taken in the generation of the surface mesh. In the first approach, the CAD file obtained in (NASA)IGES forma_ (translated from the original CATIA format) from
Lockheed-Martin Skunkworks is processed in GridGen and a structured surthce mesh of quadrilaterals (except at the nose tip singularity where the cells are triangles) is created. This approach is a very lengthy one requiring considerable amount of time to process the raw (NASA)IGES file to obtain the OML. In the second and shorter approach, the CATIA file is directly imported into HyperMesh and an unstructured triangulated surface is created. In either approach, the surface grid that is generated is verified against the original geometry and after certification by Lockheed Martin Skunkworks, a volume grid is generated.
For the D-Loft and Rev.C-Loft, the HypGen grid generation package was used to construct volume grids in a single-block topology. This hyperbolic grid-generation package starts with the surface mesh, a specified initial wall spacing, and surface orthogonality constraint of grid lines. It then creates layers of grids outward into the flowfield thus generating a volume grid. This is a trial-and-error process and requires several passes before a suitable volume grid is obtained. A difficulty of this single-block grid is the singularity at the nose tip which creates problems in the numerical integration of the flow equations. This volume grid, with a singularity at the nose tip, serves as the basis grid and several laminar perfect gas calculations (corresponding to various angles of attack and Mach numbers) are computed on this mesh. The code SAGE is then used to move the outer boundary closer to the outer bow shock and to re-cluster points near the wall, This process creates grids tailored to each angle of attack and Mach number of interest.
For the Rev.F-Loft, the commercial package, GridPro, was used to construct the volume grids. The triangulated surface mesh, obtained using HyperMesh (shown in Fig. 11) , with a predefined outer surface (obtained from the earlier Rev.C studies) and an appropriate grid topology, were used to create multiblock volume grids which are then merged to yield a two-block inviscid volume grid.
The outer boundary derived from the previous Rev.C grid adaptations, was used to obtain a grid for each angle of attack. This eliminated the need to go through the additional steps of generating perfect gas flow fields and to use SAGE to move the outer boundary closer to the bow shock. A clustering algorithm in GridPro is then applied to the inviscid grid to add additional points in the shock layer to achieve the required clustering for viscous computations.
A representative case of a volume grid generated using GridPro and the block topology implemented is shown in Fig. 12. A salient feature of a grid generated using GridPro is the nonsingular nature of the grid in the nose region. This is clearly seen in Fig. 13, which shows the nose region details of surface mesh of the Rev.C and Rev.F Lofts. Fig.11Unstructured surface gridgenerated fromaCATIAdatabase using HyperMesh. Themost timeconsuming part ofgenerating grids using GridPro isthetimerequired toestablish theinitial gridtopology. Once thegridtopology isdefined, grids forvarious angles ofattack andMach numbers can begenerated more quickly (several days ascompared toseveral weeks oftheGridGen/HypGen approach).
Zone 2 Zone Fig. 13 Rev. C surface grid with nose detail.
Single zone grid with singularity at the nose tip. Generated using Gridgen.
Rev, F surface grid with nose detail.
Two zone grid with no singularity in the nose zone. Generated using HyperMesh and GridPro.
Surface grids for the Rev.C and Rev.F configurations with details of the nose region.
Grid Sequencing Strategy
In order to speed up the convergence of the numerical integration process and also to establish gridindependence of the numerical solutions, a grid sequencing strategy is used. Starting with an initial grid that is four-times coarser than the final grid, converged solutions are obtained on grids of increasing fineness. The initial grid is four times coarser (in all directions) and the next grid is two times coarser (in all directions). These coarse grids are used to quickly establish the shock and the flow in the shock layer.
The third grid in the sequence has full resolution in the normal direction and provides a reasonably accurate solution. The fourth grid in the sequence has full normal and circumferential resolution while being doubly coarse in the streamwise direction and this grid captures features such as the leading edge of the canted fin and the vertical tail to sufficient accuracy. Finally, the fifth grid in the sequence has complete resolution in all directions.
The peak laminar heating point on the X-33 Nominal Malmstrom-4 trajectory was chosen to establish the grid independence of the computed solution and the strategies required to achieve this independence. The
Rev.C-Loft was chosen for this study the wall was assumed to be fully catalytic with a constant surface emissivity of 0.85. The solution is converged with a four to five-orders of magnitude reduction in the maximum residual for each grid in the sequence. However, the maximum residual is only one indicator of the convergence of the numerical solution. In addition, the surface quantities of interest such as the pressure and temperature are monitored at regular intervals. When the changes in these quantities are less than 0.5-1%, then convergence is assumed. Fig. 15 Comparisons of the axial variation of surface pressure and temperature along the "chineline" for grids in Sequence 3,2, and I. The "chineline" runs along the body chine and along the canted fin leading edge.
The differences between the radiative equilibrium temperatures from the Sequence 1 grid and the Sequence 3 grid (at corresponding locations) are depicted as isocontour plots in Fig. ! 6 . It is clear from this figure that as far as acreage description of the environment is concerned, except for the leading edges of the fins, footprints of the shock-shock interaction, and the leeside vortices, the temperature differences are between +50°F. Thus, a Sequence 3 grid is sufficient to study trends very quickly and is economical from the point of view of computations.
Tse Other important TPS design issues such as effects of yaw, topological constructs and computations of deflected control surfaces are presented as special topics. For the X-33 and the RLV configurations that have been analyzed, the simplified material map is fully catalytic with piecewise constant emissivities. The catalytic heating jumps across the material interfaces are purely due to emissivity changes. For an actual material map, the surface catalycity and emissivity are functions of surface temperature and these would have an impact on the surface temperatures and catalytic jumps across the material boundaries. Further, the surface grid definition at the material interfaces should be sufficiently fine to accurately capture the catalytic heating jumps. These issues are addressed in the forthcoming sections.
SPECIAL TOPIC -EFFECTS OF YAW
The splitlines for the nose region are determined using an aerothermal database with consideration of a +2°s
ideslip. In all of the computations presented so far sideslip has been neglected and only one half of the vehicle has been considered with the pitch plane being treated as a computational boundary. The splitlines need to be assessed using CFD to provide anchor points for engineering. Toward this end, a sideslip of -2.5°is considered for the peak laminar and turbulent heating points on the Nominal Malmstrom-4 trajectory.
A complete three-dimensional grid is created by a simple reflection across the pitch plane and merging to obtain a two-zone grid with a nonsingular grid in the nose and a streamwise stack of O-grids for the remaining part of the body. The pitch plane on the leeside is the singular plane of the O-grid and is treated as a zonal boundary in the computations. In order to conserve time and quickly assess the impact of sideslip, the computations are limited to the Sequence 3 grid in the five-grid sequence, i.e., the grid has full resolution in the normal direction but is two times coarser than the finest grid in the remaining two
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To"-T.z.s°(°F) The wall is assumed to be fully catalytic with emissivity of 0.85 for both cases.
The example presented here demonstrates the importance of grid refinement and the significance of grid quality to accurately capture complex physical phenomena. It would be interesting to compare two solutions (with and without yaw) in terms of the change in temperature at all points on the body surface.
Such a comparison, is presented here for the peak laminar heating point on the Nominal Malmstrom-4 trajectory. Figure 17 shows, in four views, isocontours of the surface temperature difference between the Sequence 3 grid solutions for the zero sideslip and -2.5°sideslip cases. The temperature differences are about 50"Fovermost ofthebody except forasmall portion ofthecanted finleading edge, thevertical fins,andtheleeside where thedifferences areashighas150°F. Theimpact ofsideslip onthevertical fin is quitesignificant and theinteraction between sideslip andtheleeside vortices isquitestrong. TheSequence 3gridisdoubly coarse inthestreamwise and thecircumferential directions. From thegridconvergence study, thedifferences intheSequence 1andSequence 3grids have been studied andquantified andthus the applicable decrements/increments areknown approximately.
SPECIAL TOPIC -CONTROL SURFACES
The second special topic considered is the aerothermal environments for deflected control surfaces (rudders on the vertical tail and elevons on the canted fin) as shown in Fig. 18 . In principle, the control surface deployment schedule can be considered within the Design Space parametric studies. To meet schedule and cost constrains, it would require an enormous amount of computer resources to generate aerothermal environments for several deflection settings of the control surfaces at each Design Space point. This approach is clearly not viable. A better alternative would be to consider the control surface deflections at "critical" points in the Design Space and use these high-fidelity computed aerothermal environments with simple theories and correlations along with the actual control surface deflection schedules to generate the approximate aerothermal environments. At the initial stages the maturity of the design details were not sufficient to model the gaps. For example the shapes of the static and moving parts, the gap width, both streamwise and axial, and the structural/mechanical elements were not defined at all, and a preliminary assessment was required. A simplified approach was adapted where no flow is assumed through the openings between the control surfaces andtheroot region ofawing/fin. This assumption allowed theconstruction ofawrap around topology inthisregion, simply connected and mergable totherest ofthetopology representing thevehicle geometry. Another approach also implemented wastobuildagridaround thecontrol surface itself andto usechimera tools tointerpolate theflowfromtheneighboring zones.
FortheX33analysis, control surface deflections were considered atDesign Space points lyingclosest to thepeak heating points onthedesign trajectories. Inparticular, control surface deflections of 10°and25°w ere considered atM=9, t_=200, Re=200,000/ft and M=l 2, ct=35°, Re=75,000/ft points in the Design Space. Solutions on the wrap around topology are presented in Fig. 19 . The wrap around grid topology for each control surface setting is generated using a combination of Gridgen and HYPGEN. For simplicity, the gap between the deflected elevon and the canted fin (also the deflected rudder and vertical tail) is treated as a solid boundary (no flow through). The environments are computed for both laminar and turbulent flow conditions. Figure 19 shows the isocontours of the computed radiative equilibrium surface temperature for the windward face of the canted fin and the body chine for the 0°, 10", and 25" outboard deflection cases.
On the windward faces of the canted fin and elevon, it is clearly seen that the temperature increases with elevon deflection. This is due to flow compression by the deflected control surface. The influence of this compression on the body chine is negligible. The elevon (Rev. C)/(Rev. F) surface is assumed to be fully catalytic with an emissivity of 0.8. The same approach was adapted for the deflection studies of the rudder. A number of alternate grid topologies were generated using GridPro for modeling the flow in and around deflected control surfaces. The approach taken here was to simplify the geometry around the edges by assuming no gap between the control surface and the main body along the hinge line. The area of concern here isthegap between thedeflected control surface andthemain body attheroot ofthewing, fin ortail. Twogeneral topological constructs were evaluated. An additional assumption is made for the first evaluated topology that there is a small vertical clearance on the sides of the control surface. This topology was found more difficult to construct and resulted in the clustering of a lot of points with highly skewed cells in the gap opening. The second topology assumed no gap on the sides of the control surface and provided a better strategy. The only implication is that the topological complexity needs to be carried in the normal direction all the way to the outer boundary.
(The types of topologies evaluated here were not implemented for the X33 configuration mostly because of the increased topological complexity.)
GRID STRATEGIES FOR MODELING MATERIAL MAPS INCLUDING SPLIT LINES
The choice of grid topology and distribution of grid points is dictated by the primary objectives of the computations, required resolution of the flow features, and the physics of the flow. An example to illustrate the grid generation requirements for X-33 follows. The X-33 computations were performed with the primary aim of providing high-fidelity aerothermal environments for the design of the thermal protection system of the vehicle. The main assumption for the design computations is that the vehicle surface is fully catalytic, i.e., the atomic oxygen and nitrogen species in the shock layer recombine completely at the wall to give molecular oxygen and nitrogen, respectively. The heat release due to recombination, in addition to the heating due to the wall-bounded shear flow, gives a "conservative" estimate of the heating to the vehicle surface. Tight integration of high-fidelity CFD techniques into the design cycle puts constraints on the turnaround time of the solutions. Under these constraints, a simple one-to two-block topology, with adequate number of grid points to resolve the dominant flow features, is chosen. The two-block topology, in particular, consists of a nonsingular block in the nose region. This considerably helps in obtaining solutions (at very low angles of attack) that are not contaminated by the singular axis. This global analysis for the X-33 vehicle, with approximately 500,000 to 750,000 grid points, has been successfully used for the design of the thermal protection system. _7 Note the streamwise clustering of points at the material interface. Both grids are based on a single-block topology with a singularity at the nose tip.
The design analysis has to be refined for pre-flight predictions. The refinement involves the inclusion of surface catalysis of actual materials/coatings along with grid refinements, i.e., the design assumption of a fully catalytic surface is relaxed and finer grids are used. As a first step in this direction, the actual materials map is simplified to two materials -one in the nose-cap (either catalytic, non-catalytic, or partially catalytic) and one for the remainder of the aeroshell (either catalytic, non-catalytic, or partially catalytic).
The lead manufacturing time for Carbon-Carbon nose cap is around 12-18 months. As a result of this requirement, the nose-cap aeroshell interface problem has a significant programmatic impact. To help this and as well as to assess the decisions made early in the project design cycle, the current study was undertaken. Two views of this map are shown in Fig. 20 . Various possible combinations of material types are considered in the computations. For all the materials, the surface emissivity is assumed to be 0,8 independent of surface temperature. Fig. 21 shows the wind-side view of the surface grids used in the design computations (M,=I 1.44, =35.8% Re=46232/ft) and in the refined analysis. The grid refinement at the material interface (see Fig. 20 ) more accurately captures the "jump" in temperature across it. This jump will occur because the excess atomic species available on the nose-cap (due to the non-catalytic wall assumption) will have to recombine on the aeroshell (due to the fully catalytic assumption). Fig. 22 , which shows the streamwise distribution of the computed radiative equilibrium surface temperature on the windward centerline, clearly brings out the effect of grid refinement in accurately capturing the temperature jump at the interface. Grid refinement studies were performed for various spacings at the material interface. _s Fig. 23 shows the comparison of radiative equilibrium surface temperature contours between the partially catalytic case and the design case at the same conditions. It is evident that the temperatures are much reduced in the nose-cap region because the material considered is relatively non-catalytic.
The local increase in temperature at the material interface is also seen. There is significant increase in temperature beyond that used in the design of the thermal protection system and this increase must be accounted for in a conservative design. Distance along body centerline, s (in) Fig. 22 Comparison of computed radiative equilibrium surface temperatures along the windward centerline for the design and refined grids. The nosecap is assumed to be noncatalytic and the remainder of the body is assumed to be fully catalytic. The surface emissivity is assumed to be 0.8 for both regions. Also shown are the computed radiative equilibrium surface temperatures for a completely noncatalytic body and a fully catalytic body on the refined grid.
It must be noted here that the refinement considered in Ref. 18 does not extend all the way circumferentially on the body, i.e., the refinement at the interface is confined to the windward centerline and a nearby region and no such refinement is done for the rest of the interface towards the leeside of the vehicle. This refinement is acceptable for high angles of attack. Strictly speaking, to cover the entire angle of attack range, one should have complete resolution of the material interface. While this seems quite simple for the body considered, the topology can get extremely complicated for the entire vehicle which has several areas of dissimilar materials. Resolution of the catalytic jumps at all the interfaces will require multi-block topology. FUTURE CHALLENGES This paper has described efficient grid generation strategies for obtaining high-fidelity CFD solutions for both global and detailed vehicle design problems; the acreage heating predictions to generate TPS split lines and the deflected control surface analysis are respective examples of these design problems. In the past, high-fidelity CFD has been applied sparingly to the analysis of global and detailed vehicle design problems because of both high costs and long run times. In X-33, and X-38, CFD has become a common element and a major driver in the design process. Three challenges of the future relating to CFD and grid generation are: i) to provide designers with sensitivity information relating to various design changes, 2) to move high-fidelity information earlier into the design process, and 3) to smoothly integrate information from various disciplines. The impact of these challenges on grid generation are discussed in the following paragraphs.
NOSE -COATING
In the vehicle design process, to make better decisions, engineers desire sensitivity information regarding the relationship between system, subsystem, or mission configuration changes and the new performance of the affected vehicle components. One strategy for quickly generating sensitivity information is to convert serial processes to parallel ones by generating large databases. For example, on X-33, trajectory information needed for performing the acreage TPS analysis was converted to a parallel process by generating a large CFD database that spanned the expected trajectory envelope. For a specified trajectory, TPS performance is predicted by interpolating within the database of CFD anchor points. Thus, once the CFD database is generated, a TPS analysis can be quickly performed tbr any trajectory. Therelbre, sensitivity information regarding trajectory changes on the TPS performance is quickly provided to the designer. The advantage of this approach is that all the CFD solutions can be generated in parallel once the trajectory space is defined and discretized. The disadvantage of this approach is that many more CFD solutions aregenerated than arenecessarily needed. Forexample, onX-33, adatabase typically consists of 100 CFDsolutions. Inthefuture toaccommodate more sensitivity parameters, it isexpected that database sizes willgrowtoencompass 10,000 CFDsolutions ormore.
CFDdatabases of 10,000 CFDsolutions necessitate anumber ofgridgeneration requirements. First, the timespent ongenerating each gridmust beminimal andtheprocess must beautomated asmuch as possible. Second, metrics regarding gridquality foragiven application areneeded; forexample, acell Reynolds number (see Eq.1)isagridquality metric foraCFDheating calculation. Gridmetrics are beneficial forautomating thegridgeneration process andforcertifying thequality ofaCFDsolution ona given grid.
Before aCFDsolution canbeused inadesign database, thequality ofthesolution must beassessed; a large part oftheassessment process involves distinguishing between actual flowfeatures and errors inthe flowsolution resulting frominadequate gridresolution oranerror inthegrid.Asthenumber ofsolutions increases, thetimespent onquality assessment becomes large. Thus, gridmetrics andgridstandardization procedures areneeded toreduce thetimespent onsolution quality assessment.
Thesecond gridgeneration challenge involves moving high-fidelity results earlier intothedesign process. It isbelieved that increasing thefidelityoftheearly design process will lead tomore accurate cost estimates andhelp identify potential design flaws; thisarea isamajor thrust ofIDS. Forgridgeneration, theCADtogridgeneration process canbeverytime consuming forcomplex geometries. Forexample, generating asurface gridforadetailed fighter aircraft isverylabor intensive andcantake aslongas6 months. Tnus, touse CFDinpreliminary design, thetime andlabor spent ontheCADtogridprocess must besignificantly reduced.
Finally, aspart ofintegrated vehicle design, information fromonedisciplinary analysis isusually needed foranumber ofanalyses. Further, many ofthese problems arecoupled. Forexample, onX-33, thecoupled fluid-thermal analysis ofpanel bowing has been studied. Thistype ofworkrequires gridcompatibility between twodisciplines that have different gridrequirements. Developing thegridinterfaces forthe analysis canbeverytimeconsuming. Thus, simplified gridgeneration procedures forhandling multidisciplinary analyses areneeded.
CONCLUSIONS
Recently, Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) codes and computer hardware advancements have evolved to a point where solutions of the full Navier-Stokes equations can be used in a timely and accurate manner in the vehicle design process for the prediction of trajectory-based aerothermal environments.
Future grid generation codes need to be fast, robust, and highly automated to be integrated in system design and optimization cycles. New age space systems design requires continuous surface and volume grid modifications to reflect vehicle configuration changes ("diamorfing") resulting from design optimization.
Currently a typical design cycle includes a number of CFD solutions over a baseline vehicle configuration and a parametric investigation of important design parameters for aerodynamic and aerothermodynamic performance. Further determination of design sensitivities leads to perturbations and modification of the initial baseline vehicle configuration (outer mold line). A number of cycles may be necessary to complete a vehicle design. Current grid generation codes are highly interactive and labor intensive. To make grid modifications within a design cycle requires an efficient and highly automated grid generation capability.
It is also advantageous to make grid modifications within a single design cycle. For example, at hypersonic flow conditions a generic inviscid volume grid can be initially used to compute and estimate the outer flow boundary. The volume grid can then be regenerated, clustered to a viscous wall and adapted to regions of strong gradients. In addition, some design parameters are fairly well established after a small number of
